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The complete skills series,
full of new ideas and issues

for real discussion and
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“Highly adaptable,
very usable”

“Tackling issues 
that students really 
want to talk about”

“A fresh angle on the
usual topics”



QSE provides a rich resource of 4-skills practice, especially speaking, which can be used alone, 
or as supplementary material with another course.

QSE is based on the Common European Framework of Reference levels and Can-do Statements. 

QSE is recognised as valuable preparation for the Trinity College London GESE and ISE examinations
and includes extensive practice, in particular speaking activities in the format of GESE, and Portfolio
writing for the ISE exams.

QSE is also compatible with other international ESOL curricula and examinations, including the
University of Cambridge ESOL PET, FCE and at Advanced level CAE, IELTS and IGCSE.

QSE materials have been revised for the exams: Trinity 2010 and Cambridge FCE and CAE 2008+.

QUICK SMART ENGLISH – CEFR and international ESOL exams

QSE – authors, CLIL and controversy

QSE

QSE PRE-
INTERMEDIATE
QSE
INTERMEDIATE

QSE
ADVANCED

Common
European
Framework 

A2-B1 

B1-B2 

B2-C1 

University of
Cambridge 
ESOL 2008+ 

PET (Preliminary
English Test)

FCE 2008+ (First
Certificate in
English)

CAE 2008+
(Certificate in
Advanced English)

Trinity College
London 
(2007-2010)

ISE I, GESE
Grade 4, 5, 6

ISE II, GESE
Grade 7, 8, 9
(2007-2010)

ISE III, GESE
Grade 10, 11

Michigan
Test / 
HAU

BCCE

ECCE

ALCE

TOEFL
(New
TOEFL)

450-525 
Target 485
(NT 163)

Target 525 
(NT 197)

IELTS

3.0 to 4.0

4.0 to 5.5

5.5 to 6.5
/ 7.0

Edexcel 
London
Test 

Level 1- 2

Level 2-3

Level 3-4

QSE PRE-INTERMEDIATE
PET Reading and Speaking
practice tests

QSE INTERMEDIATE
FCE Use of English,
Speaking and Writing tests

QSE ADVANCED
CAE, IELTS and IGCSE
tests with audio

QSE is written by well-established authors and uses the latest ideas about 
brain science and language acquisition, from multiple intelligences to memetics.

QSE authors Ken Wilson, Mary Tomalin, Rebecca Robb Benne, Maurice
Forget and Joanne Collie them between have vast experience of EFL teaching 
and writing for classes from Italy to Scandinavia, China to eastern Europe and
South America. The editorial team included a Trinity examiner and teacher-
editors in the UK and the USA.

QSE is the first course to offer Content and Language Integrated Learning
(CLIL) as a seamless part of every Unit. The objective is to link up other curriculum
subject areas with language learning, making science or economics into an 
integral part of the language learning experience.

QSE is not afraid to tackle topics that the usual EFL materials ignore, dealing 
with the controversial ideas and issues that students really want to discuss –
families, global warming, animal welfare, ambition and careers, love and
relationships, fame and fortune, peace and war.
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QSEQSE MATERIALS MAP

PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Choose the Unit to suit your scheme of work, or follow the course progression:
Choose by Topic         or subject          by Function        by Grammar point     by Skills – Speaking, Listening, Reading, Writing                                     by CLIL Topic 

3
Unit-by-Unit Answer keys available online at www.brookemead-elt.co.uk

PRE-INTERMEDIATE A2-B1



QSEQSE MATERIALS MAP

Choose the Unit to suit your scheme of work, or follow the course progression:
Choose by Topic    or Subject         by Function            by Grammar point       by Skills – Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing                                   by CLIL Topic 
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INTERMEDIATEINTERMEDIATE B1-B2

Unit-by-Unit Answer keys available online at www.brookemead-elt.co.uk

NEW



QSEQSE MATERIALS MAP
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Choose the Unit to suit your scheme of work, or follow the course progression:
Choose by Topic    or Subject                                   by Grammar point   by Skills – Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing                                     by CLIL Topic 

Unit-by-Unit Answer keys available online at www.brookemead-elt.co.uk

ADVANCEDADVANCED B2-C1



QSE is a flexible resource which can be used either as supplementary material for 4-skills training,
or as a 70-80 hour course. 

QSE Units at all levels have a similar, easy-to-follow format, so that teachers and students can
quickly and easily tackle new topics, with minimum preparation time. 

The Student’s Book contains many short Units providing lots of variety for students with different
interests. All Units follow a similar, clear and simple 10-step format*, so that learning how to use
the material is a quick and easy task that does not have to be repeated.   

5. Listen in – Audio CD
Listening inputs (video on DVD
at Advanced level) with pre-
listening and listening
comprehension exercises.
6. Your turn to speak - huge
variety of Speaking activities –
Role plays, Controversies,
Conversations, Interactive 
Tasks, Presentations. 
7. Your Topic – more emphasis
on Speaking.
8. CLIL – integrated cross-
curricular study.
9. Portfolio writing – Large
variety of Writing tasks, with
more in the Workbook.
10. Your answer – summarises
the Unit.

Using the materials –
QUICK, SMART and EASY

Using the materials –
QUICK, SMART and EASY

QSEQSE
Student’s Books – 10-step Units

What’s new? - lists the
Subjects and Topics, Functions
and new Language introduced
in each Unit.
1. The BIG Question - grabs
students’ attention.
FACT box – amazing facts
supporting the Topic.
2. FOCUS ON… words – pre-
teaching new vocabulary.
FOCUS ON … ideas –
personalised and intercultural
Speaking activities prepare for 
3. Reading. with relevant tasks
4. Language introduces new
grammar items inductively,
with cross-reference to the
Workbook grammar
explanations and exercises.
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*All levels have 10-step Units. Items 
in each Unit change according to level. 



Grammar – every Unit in the Workbook takes up
the Language point introduced inductively in the
Student’s Book Unit, providing a clear explanation
and systematic practice exercises.
Use of English – exercises in various formats
found in ESOL exams, updated for 2008+.
Pronunciation – exercises with audio in Pre-
Intermediate level; wide variety of other exercises
including Idioms, Connections, Word building,
Vocabulary.
Writing – more exercises to practise new lexis and
language usages under exam-style conditions.

Language Banks – on the fold-out cover flaps of
the Student’s Books, these are quick prompts to 
key functions, helping students to make the
maximum contribution to debate and discussion in
class. Oral development is the key skill objective 
of QSE. Exercises using the Language Banks are in
the Workbook.
Role cards – for every Unit at Intermediate level;
at Advanced level there are Teamwork Scenarios.
Glossaries – with monolingual explanations.
Listening scripts – for all audio and video.

Extended reading – at
all levels there are longer,
fiction and non-fiction
authentic reading
passages with questions
and activities to challenge
and stretch skills. 
Progress checks – at
Pre-Intermediate and
Intermediate levels.
Revised with new formats
in line with FCE 2008+.
Unit tests in Teacher’s
Guide.

Introduction to the QSE methodology – detailed overview and background
academic support, plus general teaching best-practice suggestions. 
Unit-by-Unit teacher’s notes – detailed how-to-use suggestions for every
section with Extra activities, Background information, and Picture
notes as aids to intercultural understanding, so teachers never need to be
puzzled at how to explain a cultural reference. Internet sources for further
research by students or teachers. Answer keys, including suggested answers
are available in the Teacher’s Guides, or Unit-by-Unit keys can be downloaded
from www.brookemead-elt.co.uk
Exam practice materials – PET, FCE, CAE, IELTS, IGCSE practice tests at
appropriate levels, with answer keys.
Quick Smart Tests – at Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate levels there are
tests for every Unit, with answer keys.
Supplementary Grammar – with Intermediate level Units.

Additional materials at each level

Extended reading and Progress checks

Workbooks

Teacher’s Guides, Quick Smart Tests 
and Exam practice
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The Language Banks 
on the cover flaps are really

handy - I can can refer to them
for useful phrases when doing

the speaking activities.



QSE PRE-INTERMEDIATE (CEFR A2-B1)
Student’s Book + CD1 & CD2: ISBN 987-1-905248-08-7
Workbook: ISBN 987-1-905248-09-4  
CD 1 Listening & Pronunciation: ISBN 987-1-905248-10-0
CD 2 Reading: ISBN 987-1-905248-11-7
Teacher’s Guide & Photocopiable resources: ISBN 987-1-905248-15-5
PACK: Student Book + Workbook + CD1 & CD 2: ISBN 987-1-905248-17-9

QSE INTERMEDIATE (CEFR B1-B2)
Student’s Book + CD1 & CD2: ISBN 987-1-905248-04-9
Workbook: ISBN 987-1-905248-05-6
CD 1 Listening & Unit 0: ISBN 987-1-905248-24-7
CD 2 Reading: ISBN 987-1-905248-07-0
Teacher’s Guide & Photocopiable resources: ISBN 987-1-905248-16-2
PACK: Student Book + Workbook + CD1 & CD2: ISBN: 987-1-905248-18-6

QSE ADVANCED (CEFR B2-C1)
Student’s Book & Workbook: ISBN 978-1-905248-00-1 
Student’s DVD-ROM Video & Text: ISBN 978-1-905248-03-2
Teacher’s Guide & Photocopiable resources: ISBN  987-1-905248-01-8
Teacher’s DVD-ROM Video & Text: ISBN  987-1-905248-02-5
Student’s Audio CD: ISBN 978-1-905248-22-3 
Exam Practice Audio CD: ISBN 978-1-905248-23-0
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What a welcome ESL / EFL teaching series is this English language communication course...
Compactly laid out, the text will easily engage students and sustain their interest. Audiovisual
materials are particularly effective... The instructional design of the Teacher's Guide will satisfy even
the hard-to-please, classroom traditionalist. Four skill areas are augmented with loads of additional
discussion material and integration ideas. Take a look at this resource: highly adaptable, very
useable. IATEFL Voices

...support for speaking is one of the major strengths of this book. The other skills are comprehensively
covered, too, but it is the help which this course gives with speaking that is so impressive. ...it is
refreshing to find a coursebook tackling contemporary issues that young adult students really want to
talk about. Plenty of opportunities are provided for students to react to the texts in the books and to
formulate and express their own opinions. An advanced level is also available… it looks just as
exciting as the Intermediate level, if not more so! English Teaching Professional

QSE introduces a fresh angle on the usual topics... Both students and teachers will like this, as my
students did... ...the listening activities themselves can be quite interesting and relevant to modern life.
Each unit in the book has a writing task on the topic, which I found very useful… good vocabulary and
guided discussion. In terms of skills practice, QSE provides an interesting slant on topics, and the new
vocabulary and productive skills are well exploited... (IH) International House Journal
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